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A representation is a visual' written, or
audio the catalysts of the birth of fi.m and
depiction
television

of something or someone' This term
also
refers broadly to what images and
texts mean, the
meanings that they potentiaily convey,
and how they
come to take on those meanings' with
respect
the focus of this volume' ttp"'.ntution
refers to

studtoday.
schoiars and critics who explore
the symboric meanings ;nd the narrative impact
of aesthetic erements of
a film, terevision episode, or
other media text, or who
how ideas about gender, race, sexuar
orienra_
tion, and other sociar categories
are conveyed in that
text are arl engaging in studies of
representation.
-tnloleticat
Differing
understandings of representation.and how and why it matrers
have spurred
the deveropment of diverse and at times
oppositionar threads of media studies in the
humanities. As
res, and

it remains central to media criticism

to
the ..;i;;.

meanings associated with mediated
images and narratives' such as television episodes,
films, and music

we can also think more specifically of the
politics of representation' or how representation
videos'

matters for social groups and for
society as a whole.
This chapter will trace the major theorils
and methods of criticism in the humanities that
have..focused is explained in more
detail berow, this has incruded
on both of these lines of inquiry' understanding
how
the giowth of structurarist and later post-structurarist
media images and narratives convey
meaning,

and

undJrstandings

of media texts and meaning, the study
studying media texts with an eye io
how- specific of the politics of representation
in conjunction with the
social groups' such as women and girls,
Musiims, rlse oi curturar ,trdi.r, feminist studies,
criticar race
or gay men and lesbians have been portrayed
in the studies, queerstudies, and otheridentity-basedstudies,
entertainment media' while the study
of mediated and also postmodern and postcolonial
studies. Image
representation can't tell us about every^.audience
analysis, an approacr, io ,tuaying representation
member's interpretation of a media text
achapter 15 that Jxamines media images in relation to questions
in this volume expands on this complexity),
it can iliu- of equity, is one of the primary
research methods
minate some of its potentiai meanings' "'
discussed in this chapter. schorars studying
repreGiven the many diverse ways media
crit- sentation often use and may combine other methods,
ics understand representation, it can
be a diflicult such as stylistic or rormalist
analysis (the study
concept to pin down and define' At
the same time, ofaestheticchoicesandhowtheylendmeaning),narrepresentation has been a (if not rie)
primary area rative analysis (the study
of stories in media texts),
of focus driving media studies as a'whole.
Before and/orideoiogicat
or discourse analymedia studies existed as we know it
"rJyri"messages
today, scholars sis (the study of ideological
or discourses
such as Ferdinand de Saussure and
Roland Barthes embedded in media texts).
These
approaches
have
conducted pioneering work exploring
and mapping been utilized extensively by media
scholars to explore
how language (in the case of Saussuie)
and populai how particuiar social g-ri. har"
be"n and are repreimages and narratives (in the case
of Barthes) con- sented and to stray."p."sentation
in firm, terevision,
veyed

meanings; the aim to understand how language
and mediated curture more generaily.
I take up severar
and symbols signfu motivated the
work of these
of
these
methods
as
my
crit[ai
tools
in
my case study,
scholars l This line of inquiry was subsequently
one
which I discuss later in this chapter.
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A Brief History of the Study of
Representation
The study of how media representations convey
meaning has its roots in philosophy, linguistics (the
study of language), and iiterary analysis. American
philosopher Charles Sanders peirce and Swiss linguist
Ferdinand de Saussure are among the scholars
credited with the invention of semiotics, a term coined
by Peirce in 1867 to describe the study of symbols
or

signs

and the logic of how they convey meaning.2
Saussure, in research on language and how
words and

their arrangement make meaning, termed the study
of these dynamics semiology.3 The arrangement
of
words in this sentence, for instance, is an illustration
of how structure is tied to meaning. These ideas
were

further developed by scholars viewed as structur-

alists. These scholars analyzed narratives, language,
and elements of popular culture with respect to
the
impact of structures of meaning. Structuralism
builds on the assumption that words, images, objects,
and behavior within cultural systems have singular
meanings, derived through their relationship with
other objects within the system in a discernable struc_

ture. For instance, meanings were believed to result
from binary oppositions (such as good/bad, light/
dark, and sacred/profane) creating meaning through
contrasts.

Scholars such as anthropologist Claude Levi_
Strauss and literary theonst Roland Barthes popularized

structuralism within their respective disciplines. Levi_
Strauss pioneered structuralist anthropology in studies
of knship and popular folk tajes in remote regions of
the world.a He argued that a universal system of mean_
ing, including structuring binaries such as heroism and
cowardice, informed the repeated character types and
narratives he found in vastly different cultures. Barthes,

in turn, brought structuralism to popular joumalism

and to literarystudies. In his writing, he explored seem_

ingly trivial objects and events of mid_1950s French
culture-ranging from margarine, to film stars, to
cereal boxes-as inscribed with linked cultural mean_
ings and what he termed m5rths, reinforcing popular
ideologies of the time.s For instance, in .,The World
of Wrestling," Barthes underscored the appeal of pro_
fessional wrestling. Examining this performative style

of wrestiing through a structuralist lens, he described
it as the spectacuiar staging of showdowns between
good and evil, with wrestlers portraying exaggerated
versions of heroic figures and villains who ultimately
received a satisfying comeuppance for their dastardly acts.6 To provide another illustration, we might

consider Mattel's Barbie@ Doll, wittr its always
made_

up face and bust-waist-hip proportions that in real
life would measure an extraordinary 35-22-32
inches.
Despite its role as children,s toy, this doll also
arguably
served to endorse an ideai of thin, busty, and
blondl
beauty upon its introduction in U.S. culture in 1g59.
As
these examples demonstrate, Barthes, conceptualiza_
tion of myth links representation to ideology,
systems
of normative ideas and social values. His theory
of
mythology also usefully overlaps with the concept
of
hegemony, as conceived by Karl Marx and expanded
upon by sociaj theorist Antonio Gramsci to describe
a
ruling group's struggle for dominance, in part
through
control of representation and thus of social norms
values.T Myths as described

and

by Barthes are elements

of hegemonic influence, endorsing ideas
and values
of dominant groups within a society.
Structuraiism was challenged in the i960s

and

1970s by scholars such as philosopher Jacques
Derrida, theorist Michel Foucault, and literary
and
psychoanalytic scholar Julia Kristeva.s These
schol_
ars are often described as post_structuralists,
although they did not always embrace the term.
This
disparate group was influential in bringing to
the
study of representation ideological critique, psychoanal5rtic theory (a conceptualization of personaliry
organization and development that guides psychoa_
nalysis), and, in the case of Foucault, consideration
of social and historical context and its influence on
the multiple meanings potentially attached to repre_
sentations. Some structuraiists, such as Barthes
and
Foucault, later became post-structuraiists as they
began to reconsider assumptions of totalizing social
structures lending meaning to images and narra_
tives. Barthes' 1967 essay "The Death of the Author,,,
for instance, expressed his newfound belief that the
ultimate meanings of a text rested in its readers, inter_
pretations rather than in the text itself.e Among its
differences from structuralism, post-structuralism
builds on the assumption that there is no underllng
structure of relationships that provides singuiar or set
meanings to social phenomena. post_structuralism
also overlaps with postmodern theory, discussed
below, particularly in challenging ,.grand narra_
tives." This term, coined by theorist Jean_Frangois
Lyotard, refers to narratives that historicaliy have
influenced social relations, cultural memory, and
public interpretations of meanings, such as the
for_
mer belief in an "American melting pot,, that gave all
Americans equal status.lo Derrida argued for scholars
to engage in deconstruction, the analysis of representation from a post-structuralist critical stance.
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simply, deconstruction involves reading
a rext
Critiques of representation in film and
televi_
nst the grain in order to examine the many
ambi_
sion with respect to identiry and marginajization
also
ities inherent in its history, linked
-.uringr, ,ni entered public conversation through the forum of the
fiedded ideologies. For example, Jordon peele,s
popular press. This included books
and magazine
017 horror film Get Out, about an African American
articles by feminist writers such as Betty
Friedan,
oung man who faces life_threatening dangers when
who wrote The Feminine Mystique in 1963,
and Molly
is white girlfriend takes him home to rn."1 h.. pu._
Haskell, whose From Reverence to Rope;
The
Treotment
s, smartly deconstructs Hollywood paradigms.
To
of Women in the Movies was published in
1974, who
so, it buiids on its audience,s knowledge of the
made a major impact in raising public
conscious_
cal marginalization of African Americans in hor_
ness regarding sexism embedded
in popular culture.lr
films to build tension and to prompt humor
and
Authors who similarly engaged ln .urfy
writing about
(Figure 8.1). Deconstruction carried
to irs full_
race and sexual orientation in media
representation
extent by Derrida and other scholars considered
inciuded James Baldwin and Donald
Bogle, who
post-structuralists ultimately finds meaning
\lnote about how African American
characters and
so ambiguous that it is impossible to pin down,
a
stars were represented in Hollywood
fijm and public_
cal stance that most media scholars have
not ity, and Vito Russo, who wrote
The Celtutoid Closet,
useful as a critical tool.
the first extensive survey of the treatment
of gay and
The study of representation also includes a long
lesbian characters in Hollywood
film.12
ition of critrque of how various social groups
The first scholars of the politics of
represen_
nd identities have been represented in the media
tation engaged in image analysis, often
studying
popular cuiture more broadly. This scholarship
stereot5pes, images of a social group that
are mis_
rms and is part of the disciplines of feminist
leading, denigrating, and/or f,omog"niring.
George
critical race studies, queer studies, Gerbner
and Gaye Tuchman, for insiance, pioneered
studies, class studies, and dis_ the study
ability studies, which approach representation with hilation.'3of what Gerbner termed symbolic anni_
Tuchman broke this concept down into
a primary focus on gender, race and ethnicity,
sexual
three separate dynamics-omission, irivialization,
orientation, colonization and its aftermath, class,
and
and condemnation-in her study of how
women
ability, respectively. The broadening of film
and tel_ were misrepresented and often
exciuded from films
evision studies to include a focus on representation
in
and television in the early 1970s.1a
euestions of
relation to these axes of identity coincided in
the late realism, or of whether media portrayals
accurately
1960s and early'70s with the rise of identity
politics, reflect real life, at times entered
these
critiques.
or idendry-based consciousness and activism.
Women,
Feminist critics, for instance, challenged represen_
people of color, LGBTe people, and working_class
tations that posited women and girls as the ,,frailer
people were among the groups activeiy
reflecting on sex," pointing to how this
construction inaccurately
the impact of their identities on their status
and oppor_
naturalized supposed differen ces between wom en
hrnities and agitating for better treatment
in sociefy.
and men as innate. In connection with this work,
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Figure 8' I The fi\m

Get out (dtr' Jordan Peele, universal stdios
Home Entertainmenr, 201 7) engages in post-sfucturalist
stance in its deconstruction of common
patterns of representation for African American characters
in horror films

Mory beltran
some activist writers urged their groups
to demand
more "positive" images and to take up the
tools of
production to counter Hollywood,s patierns
of repre_
sentation. Over time, media advocacy
groups,
such
-Advancement

as the National Association for the
of Colored Peopie (NAACP), the National
Hispanic
Media Coatition (NHMC), and the Gay and
Lesbian
Alliance Against Defamation (GLAAD),
began to
take up these charges, while scholars
shifted to

wtde varieg of disciplines, including sociology,
fem_
I
inist studies. anthropology, history, and
artliiterary
criticism, it focuses in particular
on tfre dynamics of

hegemony, social power, and
audiences, negotiations

with what they consume in the media.
The work of
Antonio Gramsci, described above in
relation to his
conceptualization of hegemony,
also influenced cul_
tural studies scholars,ideas ofagency
and resistance,
or counter-hegemonic activity, in
audience responses
more nuanced and theoretically grounded
studies of to. hegemonic popuiar
cujture.2r Cultural studies
representation.
scholars and theories have been
important to studies
Scholars who were part of this
next wave of of media representation
of marginalized individuals
scholarship included but were not
limited to Laura and social groups,
particularly
y*ti, unO subcultures
Muivey, bell hooia, Richard Dyer,
Edward Said, (e.g., the work of Dick
Hebdlge), people of color
and Charlotte Brunsdon.'s Scholars
with theoretical (such as in the work
of Stuart Hrff una paul Gilroy),
grounding in postcoloniai studies
and cultural studies
and girls and women (as in Angela
McRobbie,s and
such as Said and Stuart Hall engaged
in study of what
Charlotte Brunsdon's scholarship).22
Hali in particular
they called Othering, dynamicsLy
which marginal_ was influential for
building on Gramsci,s understand_
ized groups in a society are constructed
through their ing of hegemonic
culture.
In doing so, he emphasized
representations in popular culture
as potential threats
the. polysemy (multipie meanirigs)
of media texts
or as in need of guidance and control.16
With a similar and how audiences
actively .ngug. with what they
focus but in the realm of feminist studies,
Mulvey and
consume in the media.23 His theory
of encoding and
Brunsdon were among the pioneering
scholars siuOy_
decoding was foundationalin this regard.2a
ing women's images and how feminist perspectives
Postcolonial studies also was influential
in the
were often absent or distorted in film and
television.lT
development of the study of representation,
particu_
With scholarly grounding in film studies and
larly in relation to grobal hegemonies. postcolonial
ethnic studies, Dyer,s White, inturn, was
the first comstudies examines the impact of colonialism
prehensive study of the privileging
and
of whiteness in imperiatism, the long_term
subjugation
of
entire
Hoilywood film,ls while scholars such
as Jacqueline
countries and of colonized people and
cultures, and
Bobo, Jane Gaines, and bell hooks broke
new ground how this oppression has
influenced cultures and their
in analysis of African American women,s
media rep_ systems of knowledge. In
the mid to late twentieth
resentation and how they negotiated
limitations in century, influential postcolonial
studies schoiars
representation through their viewing practices.re
This
included literary scholar Homi K. Bhabha, psychiatrist
and other scholarship on the represeniation
of various
Franz Fanon, who studied the dynamics
of dehuethnic groups urtimatery was foundationai
to what is manization experienced by colonized
people,
and
now called critical race studies, the
appiication of cultural theorist Edward Said,
who is best known for
critical theory and scholarship in various
disciplines
his expiication of Orientalism, a concept
linked to
to study links between race and social power
in soci_
the dynamics of Othering.2s Said posits
Orientalism
ety. Bobo, Gaines, hooks, and others aiso
modeled as the dynamic by which Western
scholarship and
intersectional analysis, or study with attention to
literature on the East have reified global
structures of
elements of identity, such as gender and
race, along
power and imperialism through reinforcing
notions of
more than one axis. Intersectionality was
cham_
an East-Wesr binary. Through this bina[r,
Western
pioned by African American feminist
theorists such cultures are seen as intellectuai,
rational,
and
stable,
as Kimberle Crenshaw and patricia Hill
Collins, who
and Eastem cultures and peopie as primitive,
irra_
challenged white feminist scholars to
consider how tional, and weak
their conceptualization of .,women', often left
out
Finaliy, scholars of postmodernism,
such
women of color and pointed to the need
for analyses
as Jean Baudrillard and Fredric Jameson, have
that instead focused on multiple axes of identity.20
stressed that representation and identity
are not
Cultural studies, an approach deveioped in fixed and
in fact can be hybrid, fluid, and performa_
part at the University of Birmingham
in the UK in the
tive.26 Postmodernism is defined in
multiple and, at
1960s, also made a major contribution
to the study of
diverging ways by scholars. Most broadly
representation. Combining theory and
methods from
it!imes,.
is described as an aesthetic or worldview
that
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breaks from and questions the master narratives of
the past and is related to an era in which culture is
increasingly fragmented, media driven, and hybrid.
The concepts of hybridity and performativity, which
derive from postmodern and postcolonial studies, will
be described in further detailbelow.

Reading Representation: Concepts and
Terms for Your Critical TooI Box
Media scholars from differing theoretical orienta_
tions use distinct terms and concepts, and indeed
may disagree regarding the most constructive objects
of study and the questions to ask when it comes to
studying representation. It is useful to leam about as

many of these modes and concepts as possible in
order to understand their overlaps and distinctions.
In this section, we'll review a number of commonly
used concepts, terms, and approaches that may be
useful for your own critiques of representation in
entertainment media texts and for articulating your
conclusions.

In semiotics, the study of representation begins
with a focus on a narrative unit that is rarely but occa_
sionally considered in media criticism, the sign. Signs
are units of meaning that are furtherbroken down into
two parts, the signifier and the signified. The signi_
fier is the material part of the sign, while the signified
refers to the socialmeanings attached to that signifier.
For example, a heart-shaped container of chocolates
given to another person is both a container filled with

candy (the sign's signifier) and a symbol of jove for
one's sweetheart (what is signified).
Two other terms that derive from semiotics that
are often used by other scholars exploring representa_
tion are denotation and connotation. A study of
representation in a film, television episode, or other
media text typicaliy begins with focus on denotation,
an assessment of the material image and narrative
and their most manifest, extemal quaiities. This would
entail a focus on aesthetic elements, or a s$rlistic
analysis of a media text. The media critic would
then move on to discern the connotative, or sub_
merged, meanings of these style choices_the linked
culturalmeanings, ideologies, and myths. Such mean_
ings are not simply attached to a particular image but
are cuituraily constituted in relation to the particular
era and place in which a representation circulates.
For example, in an episode of the television sitcom
The Big Bang Theory (TBS, 2007-), abour a group
of
nerdy male friends in the contemporary United States,
Sheldon, the most socially awkward of the group, has
to be schooled regarding the semiotics of his house_
mate's tie hung outside their locked apartment door
while romantic music plays inside (Figure 8.2). The
connotation that he finally understands is that the
tie is a warning to stay away because his housemate
is inside with a woman with whom he hopes to get
amorous. \Mhile on its face it's just a tie (its denotative
meaning), with respect to its connotative meaning in
contemporary culture, it is telling Sheldon, "Do not
disturbl" The two meanings of the tie illustrate how

r[ rr

Figure 8.2 Sheldon is schooled in how to read the semiotics of his housemate's tie on their front door in
Theory, "The Hamburger Postulate" (CBS, October 21,2007)

The Big Bang
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(Sollors' focus).3s Such scholarship reminds
us that
representation itself should not be taken
for granted,
that identity categories can be permeable, unstable,
and complex, and that the media play a role
in the
construction of our ideas of social categories.

It also is helpful to have an understanding of

three terms that claim to address contemporary rep_
resentation but that have been contested by media

schoiars, post-racialism, postfeminism, and
post-queer. Post-racial is a term that has been
used particularly by conservative pundits to describe
U.S. society as having transcended race and racism.
Perhaps unsurprisingly, it began to appear in joumalistic writing in 2008 as mixed_race president Barack
Obama took office. Since then, it has been deployed at
times to describe media texts, particularly those that
feature themes and aesthetics linked to multicultural_
ism, such as the Fast and Furious franchise. In media
studies, post-raciaiism has been critiqued by scholars

such as Ralina L. Joseph and Catherine Squires for
inaccurately implying that pattems of racial represen_
tation have substantially changed.36 postfeminism and
related aesthetic and thematic trends in representation

have similarly been debunked by scholars. Cultural
theorists Rosalind Gill and Angela McRobbie have
described postfeminist representation in media
culture as a sensibility that often repudiates feminism,
even while it paradoxically may rely on feminist dis_
course and aesthetics.37 In other words, postfeminist
media representations suggest that sexism has been
overcome and that gender equaliry exists. As an ideo_
logical style of representation, postfeminism involves
the presentation of women and girls as independent
and confident to a degree, but also as traditionally
feminine and/or anti-feminist. For example, a nearly
naked Miley Cyms performing "Wrecking Bali,,in her
2013 music video could be viewed as a postfeminist
celebrity image, in 1ight of the contradictions she
embraces in her performance as a strong, independ_
ent woman while also making her body the object
of sexual dispiay. Finally, rhe term post-queer has
been defined in two distinct ways. In popular writing,
post-queer (or similarly, post-gay or post_iesbian)has
referred to a belief that sexual orientation no longer
matters because of progress achieved in LGBTe
rights, witnessed, for example, in the greater numbers of gay, lesbian, bisexual, and trans celebrities
choosing to be out. This belief has been challenged by
scholars such as MichaelWarner, who argue that U.S.
social institutions continue to naturalize heterosexuality as the preferred social norm.38 In an overlapping

area of debate, post-queer refers to a push
by some
queer theory scholars to move beyond

an emphasis
on subjectivity and categories of sexual orientation
in order to be able to study heteronormativiry as
a

broader social force.3e

A Case Study in Interpreting
Representation: Mochalatinas
As this overview illustrates, the divergent ways in

which representation has been understood and stud_
ied are nothing if not complex. How might a media
critic incorporate these approaches and concepts in
exploration of one example of media representation?
This is very much up to you; in relation to own your
research questions and goals, as wejl as your object
of
study. In this section, I explore a case study from
my
own work as a model of media criticism with a focus
on representation.
In "Mas Macha:The New Latina Action

Hero,,, I
analyze how Latina protagonists in several late 1g90s
and early 2000s fiims were represented and to what
end, with respect to their possible linked meanings and
significance.oo My objects of study consisted of roles
played by Jennifer Lopez and Michelle Rodriguez
in frve films. These included Lopez's characters
in the films Ozr of Sight (1998), Anget Eyes (2001),
and Enough (2002)-ro1es as police ofiicers and as

an abused ex-wife who iearns to fight back_and
Rodriguez's characters in Girtfight (2000) and Resident

Evil (2002), a troubled high school student who frnds
confidence in the world of boxing and a futuristic sol_
dier fighting zombies and other dangers. In each film,
the protagonists were notable for moments in which
they demonstrated physical capabilities and bravery.
What spurred my interest in exploring these char_
acters further was that they were markedly different
from their white counterparts in earlier action films,
such as Sarah Connor, played by Linda Hamilton in
the first two Termiinalorfilms (1984 and 1990); Ripiey,

played by Sigourney Weaver in four Aliens films
(1979-1997); and Samantha Caine/Charly Baltimore,
played by Geena Davis in The Long Kiss Goodnight
(1996). As Yvonne Tasker detailed in a study of 1990s
female action protagonists, these characters under_
went a dramatic transformation, becoming noticeably
tougher, Iess traditionally feminine, and, particuiarly
in the case of Sarah Connor, more muscular.al In
Tasker's analysis, semiotics proved useful: the char_
acters she analyzed had shed the visuai trappings of

Hollywood-defrned femininity.

It would seem that

il
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only after these transformations
did these characters
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possess the physical toughness
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stoicism needed to take
",notltnui
up the mantle of the action
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does
not
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biceps.
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she comports herdidn't follow this tra- *,i
*,n confidence and speaks perfect, unaccented
iectory' however' For example, Loper, .nu.r.i.r,
i"r,*n in a slightly husicy voice. In the scene in which
Karen Sisco in out of sight"o
sr'uton eogre in Angel sislo
races the most ciear physical danger,
Eyes' and Rodriguez's Diana
during an
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int.*i.*
with a menacing African American informnot underSo a physical transformation
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high-heeied shoes' or lipstic( as
withtr'ey steeled them- or, u ,.u""
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Sisco
is
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understand how these characters
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of Sisco, and their connotative
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action genre. My meanings:
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critique also entaiied- historicai analysis
grounded
To
further
iluminate the meanings attached
in cultural studies as I cqnsidered these
to
representa- Lopez,s and Rodriguez,s
characters in the films I stud_
tions in relation to the regime of representation
that iea, t atso engaged in genre criticism with a focus
Latinas had experienced in Hollywood
on
fi]ms. To illu- racial and gendered
representarion in the evoiution of
minate how I went about this worh let's
turn back to action films and television.
Traditionally a white and
Our of Sight.
In the romantic thriller outof sight,Karensisco
a federal marshal who ends up
ambushed and unwit- cular, and
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tingly sharing a car trunk with Jack
of
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after playing beltved .u.iy iooo.r,
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By
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Figure 8'3 Karen Sisco,

as played by Jennifer Lopez in out of sight (dir Steven Soderbergh,
Universal Studios, 19gg), is
depicted as both leminine and fierce

films, but does not fully explain the choices made
regarding the development of their characters. At
this point, I found it useful to explore the regimes of
representation experienced by Latinas in Hollywood
fi1m more broadly. As Charles Ramirez Berg and
other historians of Latina and Latino cinematic rep_
resentation have documented, femininity was often
racially coded in studio-era Hollywood films, to rhe
detriment of Latina characters.aa In a classic exam_
ple, the Western High Noon (1952), Amy Fowler, the
white newlyrrved Quaker wife of Marshal Will Kane
played by Grace Kelly, is white, blonde, and impec_
cably clothed and groomed, an idealized feminine
beauty. She also is sheltered, passive, and presumabiy
chaste. in contrast, the Mexican American saloon
owner Helen Ramirez (Kary Jurado) is not consid_
ered a worthy marriage partner by the white men
of the town, despite the fact that several had past
romances with her. Notions of race and class play
into this narrative; the two characters embody con_
structed ideais of the "feminine" white woman and
"transgressive" Latina. This was not unusual for
the
time: Latina characters historically were constructed
in opposition to hegemonic constructions of ideal_
ized (and white) femininity. As actress Rita Moreno
has noted in relation to her career in the 1950s and
1960s, if Latina actors were cast as love interests during this era, it was only as temporary love interests,
to be dropped when more suitable (white) marriage
partners arrived on the scene.as Both in Hollywood
films and in American social iife in the 1950s, white
females also were commoniy associated with the
domestic sphere and roles as wlves and homemakers.

In contrast, Latinas were more likeiy to have to work
outside the home. Some also were, by necessity or
choice, as Rosa Linda Fregoso puts it,,,pachuca_chola_
homegirls" who knew how to handle themselves outside the protection of the domestic sphere.ao This
cinematic history clarifies why Karen Sisco and the
other Latina action protagonists didn,t need Sarah
Connor biceps or a more androgynous appearance in
order to be viewed as physically capable and unafraid;
based on the raciaiized regimes of representation that
Latinas experienced in frlm and popular culture, they
arguably were already viewed as ready to take on
the challenges ahead, as able to be believably strong,
brave, and also beautiful.

My study concludes with an unanswered ques_
tion regarding these characters and the hegemonic
meanings implied for physically capable Latinas.
Are these examples of empowered women or of stereolypically aggressive women? Is this a progressive
opening. of Latina representation to new possibiiities of representation or simply more of the usual?
Multiple and potentially contradicting meanings can
be gleaned from the construction of Karen Sisco and
the other Latina action heroines for each reader.
As a media critique focused on representation,
this study of Latina action protagonists reflects my
own subject position and knowledge of regrmes of
representation. Like any such study, it has limitations,
however. In retrospect, I would add further consideration of whether the always-feminine Latina is a
progressive construction in relation to the white male
dominance of Hollpvood film behind the scenes and
on screen, as manifest in patterns of representation

l
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representational ffends

in

1990s media culture. Like
Xena and high school cheerleader_turned_vampire
slayer Buffu Summers, also popular
during this dec_
ade, Karen Sisco and the other
Latina actio"n heroines
could be viewed as 1990s postfeminist
figures who
were strong, siient about their views
on feminism, and
also conventionally feminine and pretty.

how audience members are interpreting, respond_
ing to, or even creating their own media texts. For

readers of this chapter, your future endeavors
to cri_
tique films, television, and other media
will similarly
benefit from taking up multiple methods
as a part of
your work.
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